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1. Introduction
An abstract Wiener space is a triplet (B, H, μ) of a real Banach space B, a real
Hubert space H, and a Gaussian measure μ on B, and is called complex if B and
H are complex Banach and Hubert spaces, respectively. For detailed definition, see
Section 2. Thinking of H as the tangent space of B and following the notion on
finite dimensional manifolds, we define
(1.1) j 4 t f ( H ) = {J: H^H: J is an isometry and /2=-i
and call J^d€ (H) an almost complex structure on (B, H, μ). A typical example
of almost complex structure is the multiplication by /-~T in the case where (B, H,
μ) is complex. In the present paper, we shall see that each J^AΉ(H} admits a
natural complex abstract Wiener space (BJyH, μ/) so that / is realized as the
multiplication by \/— 1 under this complex structure. Moreover, studied will be the
correspondence between (£/, H, μj) and the original space : if / extends to a
closed operator /' : J3— »jB, then Bj is imbedded in B continuously and densely,
and if it does to a continuous linear operator / : β— »J3, then Bj = B and the norm
nj is equivalent to the original one || |s, i.e. C||z||β<%(z)<C~1||z||5, z^B, for
some 0< C<°°. See Theorem 2.6.
An almost complex structure on (B, H, μ) was introduced by Shigekawa [10]
as a J^j4€(H) extending to an isometry / : B-^B, and, with his definition,
several complex analytical studies were made on abstract Wiener spaces [2, 8, 12,
13, 14]. The above observation not only asserts that the almost complex structure
introduced by Shigekawa is nothing but a complex structure on B, but also enables
one to extend some complex analytical observations to general J^j4€(H). In
fact, for every J^j4€(H), one can define a Cauchy-Riemann operator d on B
with the help of the Malliavin calculus. Holomorphic functions on an open set G
in B are measurable functions u with du = G on G. Assuming that / has a closed
extension J' : B^>B, we shall define skeletons of holomorphic functions on G as
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Lebesgue densities at points in GΓ\H. Then, the holomorphy of skeletons on G
Π H and a uniqueness theorem based on skeletons will be discussed. The investiga-
tion is a continuation of those in [12, 14] to general /. See Section 2.
Now arises a natural question whether there is an almost complex structure /
^j4€(H) which has no extension to a continuous operator of B to B. The
answer is yes. In fact, let (B, H, μ) be the abstract Wiener space corresponding to
the pinned Brownian motion on Rd. Thinking of B as a based loop group over
the abelian Lie group Rd, one can define an almost complex structure J^j4€(H)
by taking advantage of Fourier series (cf. [9]). We shall see that this / has a closed
extension /': B^>B, but does not have any extension to a continuous operator of
B to B. These will be discussed in Section 3.
On an abstract Wiener space with almost complex structure in the sense of
Shigekawa, Sugita [13] introduced a concept of "holomorphically exceptional"
which can spell H out of B a one-point set {z} is holomorphically exceptional or
not accordingly as z^H or ^H. In the present paper, inspired by his work, we
introduce set functions C/>, p^(l, °°), on B specifying holomorphically excep-
tional sets as null sets under a suitable assumption on /, which is weaker than
assuming the extendability of / to a closed operator of B to B.
We shall call a holomorphic function on B entire as on C. The set function,
moreover, enables one to think of skeletons as restrictions to H of entire functions.
In fact, we shall establish an Egorov theorem for entire functions with respect to the
set function every holomorphic function u^Lp(B, C μ) possesses a //-version
u so that u is continuous on each F
n
 for some increasing sequence of closed sets
in B with Cp(B\F
n
)-*Q. We shall, further, see that u coincides with the skeleton
of u on H. In this sense, the skeleton can be regard as a restriction of u to H, since
H^(JnF
n
. These observations will be given in Section 4. In the same section, also
given will be studies of entire functions an approximation theorem, a uniqueness
theorem and a Liouville theorem for holomorphic functions will be seen. The first
two theorems are generalizations of those studied by Shigekawa [10] and Fang-
Ren [2] in the case where / extends to an isometry of B.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author is grateful to Professor Hiroshi Sugita for
several stimulus discussions.
2. Complex structures
Let (B, H, μ) be an abstract Wiener spece B is a real separable Banach space
with norm || \\B, H is a real separable Hubert space wih norm || ||#, which is
imbedded continuously and densely in B, and μ is a probability measure on B
such that
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fexp[ιFΪ<z,
J B
where < , > stands for the natural pairing of B and its dual space /?*, and we
have used the standard identification of H* and H so that /?*C//* = //CJβ. If
B and H are complex Banach and Hubert spaces, respectively, then the triplet is
called a complex abstract Wiener space. The space of almost complex structures
j4€(H) on (B, H, μ) is defined by (1.1) following the definition of almost
complex structures on finite dimensional manifolds
j 4 € ( H ) = {J : H-^H : / is an isometry and J2=-idH}.
As for assuming for / to be an isometry, it should be recalled that if a linear
mapping K : V—> V on finite dimensional real vector space V satisfies that K2 =
— Ίdv, then dimF is even and there exists a basis {e
n
, e^=\12 such that Ke
n
 = e
f
n
and Ke
n
= — e
n
, and hence one can introduce an inner product on V so that K is
an isometry. In this sense, no additional assumption is imposed on j4 *β (H)
compared with the definition of almost complex structure on finite dimensional
manifolds. In [10], for / to be an almost complex structure, it is additionally
assumed that / extends to an isometry of B.
Let J^j4€(H). For η^H*, define a continuous R-linear mapping η(l'Q} :
H-+C by η(1 °> = η-J=ΪJ*η. Put
»/(h)=sup{U<h,
where H< , •>#* stands for the pairing of H and H*, and extends to that of H and
#*e/=Tjy* so that *<h, η + J=ϊη>H = H<1l, V>H + /^LXh, ?'>/,*, he//, η, η
e//*. By the Hahn-Banach theorem on B, nj enjoys that
(2.1) ||h||
β
<^h)<||h||5+||/h|U<2CHjh|U, he//,
where CH.B is a constant such that ||h||s< C#,5||h||#, he//. Hence nj is a norm on
//. Recall that ||/ |U is a measurable norm on H in the sense of Gross [3,6].
Hence, (2.1) yields that nj is also a measurable norm in the sense of Gross. Let Bj
be the completion of H with respect to nj and denote by the same nj the extension
of nj to Bj. It also follows from (2.1) that H is imbedded in (Bj,nj) densely and
continuously. By a standard method, one obtains a Gaussian measure μj on Bj so
that ((-B/, nj\ (H, || |U)> /^/) is an abstract Wiener space.
Now observe that (Bj, nj) turns to be a complex separable Banach space. To
do this, notice that #</h, /(1'0)>H*-=/ZΓί//<h, /(1'°%*, and then that
(2.2) n/(/h) = «/(h), he//.
Hence / : H-^H has an extension to a continuous linear operator of Bj to By,
which will be denoted by / again. In particular, one has
/2x=-χ and
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Now, define the multiplication by complex numbers by
(2.3) (tf + /^ϊ6)x=tfx + 6/x, 0, £<ΞR,
It is then easy to check that Bj turns to a complex vector space with the original
addition and this multiplication by complex numbers. Since #<ξΊι, I(I^H*= ξW<h,
/(1'0)>#*, it holds that w/(?h) = |?|w/(h) for £<ΞC, he//. Combined with the
continuity of / on Bj, this implies that
»/(?x)=|£|»/(χ),
Thus OB/, w/) is a complex separable Banach space with the complex multiplica-
tion given by (2.3).
Mention that <h, /h># = </h, /2h># = — </h, h># and then that <h, /h># = 0.
Hence
\\(a + i^bWH=a2WH+bz\\J}ifH=\(a + ^ ^b)\2M2H, a, bR, hetf,
which means that (//, || |U) is a complex separable Hubert space. It therefore has
been seen that ((Bj, n/\ (H, || ||#), μj) is a complex abstract Wiener space.
By (2.1), there exists a continuous linear mapping ί : Bj-^B such that £(h) =
h for any he//. It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that
(2.4) ^(||h|U+||/h||,)<^(h)<||h||5+||/h||β.
This implies that ί is injective if and only i f/ : //—»// has an extension to a closed
operator /' : B^>B. Thus (B/, nj) is imbedded in (/?, \\ \\B) continuously and
densely if and only if / extends to a closed operator /' : B—*B. In this case, Bj
coincides with the completion of H with respect to the graph norm of /'.
A subset Lc/?* is said to separate the points of B if, for any x, y^B with
x=£y, there is an /eL so that <x, />=£<y,/>. A necessary and sufficient condition
for ,/GΞjtf €(H) to extend to a close operator /' : /?—»/? is that the subspace L/ =
{/^5* : //€Ξ/?*} separates the points of B, where we have used the identification
B*dH* = H to operate / : //—»// on elements in B*. In fact, the sufficiency can
be seen easily. To see the necessity, observe that /*= — / on H and (/')*=7* on
®om((/')*), /' : B-^B being a closed extension of/, and hence that ®om((/')*)c
Lj. Recall now that the domain ®om(T*) of the adjoint operator T* of a closed
operator T : B—+B separates the points of B, which can be seen in the same way
as the density of SDom(T*) in 5* is verified when B is reflexive (cf. [l, Theorem
III. 21]). Thus Lj separates the points of B.
Now suppose that J^j4€(H) admits an extension to a continuous linear
mapping / : B^>B. According to (2.4), this assumption is equivalent to assuming
sup {w/(h)/||h|U : he//, ΦQ}<oo. j
n
 this case, (2.1) reads as
(2.5) |h|U<^(h)<(l + ||7||op)||h|U, he//,
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where || / |0p is the operator norm of / : B—+B. It then holds that B = Bj as a set.
Conversely, if/ has an extension to a closed operator /': B-^B and B = Bj, then,
by (2.4) and the closed graph theorem, /' is a continuous operator, and hence /
extends to a continuous linear operator of B to B.
Summarizing up, one has
Theorem 2.6. Let J<^j4€(H), and define a Banach space (Bj, nj) and a
probability measure μj on Bj as above. Then, ((-B/, n/), (H, || |UX A/) is a
complex abstract Wiener space with complex multiplication given in (2.3) and J=
V—lid//. Further, the following three conditions are equivalent
(a) (Bj, nj) is imbedded in (B, \\ \\B) continuously and densely,
(b) / extends to a closed operator ]': B—>B,
(c) the subspace Lj = {l<^B* : //e£*} of B* separates the points of B.
Finally, assume that one of the above conditions is satisfied. Then, Bj = B if and
only if J admits an extension to a continuous linear mapping ] : B^>B. In this
case, nj is equivalent to \\ \\B in the sense (2.5) and ((B, nj\ (H, IHUX/Ό is a
complex abstract Wiener space.
As an application of Theorem 2.6, studied will be holomorphic functions on
open sets in B and their skeletons. To do this, let /GΞjtf €(H). We shall first
define the Cauchy-Riemann operator 3 on B. Set
H*c={η : #—»C : η is a continuous R-linear mapping)= /f*0/:=:Lff*.
In a standard manner, /f *c turns to be a separable complex Hubert space. Extend
the dual operator /* : #*->#* to #*c as J*(ηι + J=lrώ=J*
ηι
 + J=lJ*η2, and
set
#*(1 0) = {?^#*C: J*η = J=ϊq} and
Obviously /rc=#*(1'0)e#*<iw).
A measurable function F: B—+C is said to be smooth if there are an
C~(R* C) and ?ι, —, η
n
^B* such that
F(z)=/«z, ηι>, -, <z, ?„».
The totality of smooth functions are denoted by JG?(B C). For a separable
complex Hubert space E, ^^(B E) stands for the space of linear combinations
of finite number of measurable functions of the form Fe, F^3;Co>(B C), e^E.
Sobolev spaces WP(B E\ r<ΞR, p^(l, oo), are the completions of &Co(B E)
with respect to the norm
\\G\\
r
,P=\\(I-£Yl2G\\LWM
respectively, where £ denotes the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. Put
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Df+%B; E) = U U Wp(B; E\re(-oo,oo) pe(l,oo)
For Ge^CόtB; C), the gradient DG(z)(ΞH*c is defined by
*<h, £>G(z)>«.=lim— {G(z+eh)- G(z)}.
e i O £
Since it holds ([ll]) that
(2.7) Sup{||/)G||r-ι./,/||G||r,p: Ge^Co%B; C),
-D extends to a continuous linear mapping of Όp(B C) to DJ"1^ //*c), and
hence to that of Dϊ+(B C) to Όϊ+(B //*c), which continues to be denoted by the
letter D.
Let TΓo.i be the projection of H*c onto H(0tl\ and set
~du(z) = πo,ι(Du(z)), zίΞB, u^^Co(B C).
By the continuity of D in (2.7), 3 extends to a continuous linear operator of DΓ+°
(B C) to Dϊ+(B #*((U)), which is again denoted by 5".
Let G be an open set in B. Av^(Jp>2Lp(B, C dμ) is said to be holomor-
phic on G, dv = 0 on G in notation, if <dv, φ> = 0 for any
fΊ/>e(i,oo)D/>(5 //*c) with φ=φ!G μ-a.Q. Set
Hol(G S) = {we U LP(G, C flζc/) : 3 (wl
c
) = 0 on G}.
p>2
To study the skeleton of u^Hol(G B), we now assume that there is a closed
operator /' : B—*B with Jf— J on //. By Theorem 2.6, one obtains a complex
abstract Wiener space ((Bj, n/), H, μj) so that Bj is included in B continuously
and densely. There exists a subset BodBj satisfying that
(2.8)
(2.9) [AΓlBo:
(2.10)
(2.11)
where ^(F) stands for the topological Borel field of a topological space Y.
Namely, recall that there is an abstract Wiener space (Bo, H, μo) such that Bo is
reflexive, and is imbedded in Bj densely and continuously. See [7] . It now suffices
to show that, if (X, H, v} is an abstract Wiener spaces such that Bo is included in
X continuously and densely, then Bo^35(X\ S(B0)={AΠBo : A<=33(X}}, and
v(A) = μo(AnB0), A^β(X). To do this, notice that X* is dense in Bo* and B$
is separable, because of the reflexivity of Bo. Hence there exists a countable set
{/, }°°
=
ιCX* which is dense in £<?. One then has that ||y|U0=sup{|<y, /, >|/ | |//lk* :
/<ΞN}, y(ΞBo. Set ^(x)=sup{|<x, lj>\/\\lj\\Bo*: ^N}, x^X. It follows the
reflexivity of Bo that Bo={x<^X : q(z)< oo}. As is easily seen, Bo^β(X), v(Bo)
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.=1, and J5CBo):3{An£o: A(Ξ%(X)}. Taking advantage of the density of X* in
Bo* and a characterization of S(Bo) by cylindrical sets, one can further show that
J8(fio) = UnSo: Aejg(X)} and y(A) = /A>(AnSo),AejB(X).
Let weHol(G; 5). Putting Bj(x,r) = {y^Bj : nj(y-χ)<r], x^B/9 and
BQj(r) = BoΓ\Bj(Q, r), we claim that the Lebesgue density
(2.12) g(h)=lim ,yrΛ^ ί w
r l O μ(r>0j(r)) jBoj(r)
exists for every h€Ξ/f Π G (we call u the skeleton of u). It should be mentioned
that the definition of the skeleton is independent of a particular choice of Bo
enjoying (2.8)-(2.11). To see the existence of the limit, notice that GΓ\Bj is also
open in Bj. Hol(GΠ.B/ Bj) is now constructed in exactly the same manner as
above, only this time relative to Bj and the complex structure / on Bj. Then, by
(2.10) and (2.11), it is easily seen that wl*0eHol(GfΊ5/ Bj). Let r(h)=sup{/ :
β/(h, f)<=G}. If r<r(h), then (u!Bo)( +h)eHol(β/(0, r); £/). Apply [14,
(3.2)] to (ttl*o)('+h), and observe that
— / P /A — vr 30 / — / p /Aμ(Bj(Q, r))jBj(Q,r) 0 / v > ™\ / μ(B/(Q,
0<5, r<r(h).
Combined with (2.8)-(2.11), this implies that
(2.13) ,,(κl (v\\ ί u(z + ti)dμ(z)= .yp1μ(rtoj(r)) JB0,j(r) μ\£>o
, 0<5, r<r(h),
which yields the existence of the limit.
As an application of [14, Corollaries 2.2 and 2.4], one can conclude that
Theorem 2.14. Suppose that J^A^(H] extends to a closed operator /' :
B-^B. Let G be an open subset of B, and w^Hol(G B). Define ύ as above.
Then the following assertions hold.
(i) The mapping GΠ/f 3h— »w(h)eC is continuous with respect to the topology
inherited from H.
(ii) As before, define fh=(Ref)h + (Im?)/h, ?eC, he//. For any ho, » , h*
eGΠ tf , ί/zerβ exists an open set C/cCn so that {ho + Σ?=ι£h
z
 : (&, -, ?»)e ί/}
cGΠ/ί α«rf ίAe mapping
/s holomorphic.
(iii) // ίAβrβ αre heGΠ/ί α/ίrf 5>0 .ywc/z ί/mί keGΠ// α/irf δ(k) =
whenever ||k—h||n<(5, ίλefl u=Qμ-a.e. on G.
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3. Abstract Wiener space of Brownian bridge
In this section, we give an example of j€Ξj4 Ή(H) possessing no extension to
a continuous linear mapping of B to B. Throughout this section, let
Bpm={z: [0, 1]— >R d : z is continuous and z(0)=z(l) = 0},
h is absolutely continuous and possesses]
1
' a derivative h such that / |h(ί)|2Λ<°° I 'J o J
and μpm be the image measure on 5pm of the Brownian bridge on R
d
 starting at 0
and pinned at 0 at time 1. The norm || |UPln of BP\n and inner product < , >#pln on
//pin are given by ||z||βpin=sup{|z(0h ί^[0, 1]} and <h, k>^pln=/o<h(ί), k(ί)>κ-^,
respectively.
We now introduce an almost complex structure J^j4€(Hpm) following [9].
To do this, let £ = (0, -, 0, 1, 0, — , 0)<ERd and put
i
s f,\ sin(2nπt) *. ,
 c
 / , \ cos(2w^)~l /=• r
n,i(t)= — ^ e^(^= - 2nπ - ^
Every h€ΞHPin is expanded as
d (
h=2Σ Σ <h, eS,ί>ffplneS,ί + <h, e«,z>//plne^z4 in
One can then define a continuous linear operator / : HP\rr+HP\n so that
(3.1) Jes
n
,i=ecn,i and /eS,f=-e5,, .
In particular, one has a series representation of /h as
(3.2) /h=2Σ ΣJ<h, eS.f^p.neS.ί-α, eS,
z
 >HpIne^z } in //Pm.z = d w > θ t J
As is easily seen, it holds that
72h=-h and </h, /k>«pln=<h, k>//pln, h, ke//pin.
Thus /^jί #Cί/pin). The aim of this section is to establish that
Theorem 3.3. Lei J^j4€(HPm) be as above.
(i) / extends to a closed operator /' : 5pm— »5pin.
(ii) / admits no extension to a continuous linear mapping of B to B.
(iii) /(5pin)\£*in^0 there exists an l^B*m such that
Proof, (i) Define LdH by
L={eU eS., :
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Then Lcβ* in the sense that
where <-,-.> stands for the pairing of BPm and B£n. It is then an elementary
exercise of Fourier series to see that z=0 if and only if <z, /> = 0 for every l^L.
In particular, L separate the points of B&
n
.
Since /e£,ί = — eS,t and /* — — / under the identification H* = H, one has that
/*(L) = Lcβ*. Hence, on account of Theorem 2.6, / extends to a closed operator
/ : -Spin >jBpin.
(ii, iii) The proof is given only in the case where d = l, the other cases being
dealt with in exactly the same manner.
Let ha(t)=sm(at) — tsma, a^[Q, °o)\2;rZ. To see the first assertion, it
suffices to show that
(3.4) liminf ||/h
β
|UPln=oo.
OC-+00
To see this, notice that
)=ιFT Σ(sgn
where sgn n = l if n>0 and = — 1 if w<0. By a simple computation, one has that
g(l-cos a) a2 sin a
and hence that
In particular,
n.pJU—2_y tf2sintf
J
 \ 2 / ~ π^o(2m +
1
Set #7 = (2./ + l)+-j- and ctj = 2πβj. Then
(3 5)
By a straightforward computation, one has that
log(2;
'
 + 3)
'
and that
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B2 β °° β
$ + J}+2 (2m+l)2- βϊ
2 1
-^ " i -L 1 I<γ+
τ
log
Plugging these into (3.5), one obtains that
and which implies that (3.4) holds.
To see the last assertion, define l^Bp
ίn
 by <z, />=z(l/2) and suppose that /*/
^Bpin, and hence that there exists a constant C such that |<z, /*/>|<C||z||sPln.
Combined with the above observation, this implies that
2C>C||hα,||5pln>U</hα,, />*.|= /hα/4-)UθO as /->00,\ ^ / 1
which is a contradiction. Thus, /*/^5pin. D
As was seen in Section 2, the almost complex structure / : H&n—*H&n extends
to a continuous linear operator on (JBPm)/, say / again, in an abstract manner. In
the remainder of this section, given will be an explicit representation of /x,
(Bpin)j.
Apply [5, Theorm 4.1] to see that
d N ( ϊ
Iim2]2 Σ|<x, eS ff>e5 f ί + <x, eSf, >eS fi[=x in BPm for
and that there is a measurable Y: Bpm-^Bpm so that
lim2Σ Σ]<X, eSf >eS fχ —<x, eS,£>eSf,4= F(x) in Bpin for
Let / : Bpin-^Bpin be the minimal closed extension of /. On account of the
observation made in the paragraph containing (2.4), one sees that
(3.6) (βpin)/=$oτn(7) and /= 7 on (βPm)/.
Moreover, as observed in (2.8)-(2.1 1), there exists a Borel set jBo^Ξ J8CBPm) such that
μpin(Bo) = l and Bod(Bp\
n
)j. Thus, due to (3.6) and the closedness of /, there
exists a Bo^β(Bpin) such that μpinCBo) = l, Bod(Bpm)j, and, for any
d N f }
lim2Σ Σl<x, e«,
z
 >en,
z
 + <x, eS,»>eSf f=x in 5Pln,
ΛΓ-oo z = ln = H J
d N
 ( )lim2Σ Σl<x,eS,ί>eS,. — <x,eSt, >eSf,4=/x in BPίn.N^oo i=ln=l( }
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In particular, one has that
/x=2Σ Σ(<x,e5,ί>eS,/-<x, e£,, >e5fί} for x<^B0,i=ln>θ( )
where the convergence of series takes place with respect to the norm of Bpln.
4. Entire functions
Let (/?, //, μ) be an abstract Wiener space, J^j4(6(H\ and define the
Cauchy-Riemann operator 3 on B as in Section 2. In the section, studied have
been holomorphic functions on open sets in B. In the present section, investigated
will be //-entire functions, i.e. //-functions on B which are holomorphic on
whole space B, where ί^(l, °°).
Set
, C dμ): du = 0 on B}, p<=(l, oo).
One has that (Jp>2^p(B):=Ή.ol(B B). as is well knows, there is a continuous
linear mapping 3 : H*-*L2(B, R dμ) such that ^(?) = < , η>, η<^B*. For a
subset Lc//*, put
Q= 0U(?ili0))) for some
Π //(/?, C; rf/^) : holomorphic polynomial q on
e(l,oo)
and tfi, •••, ?
where η^^η-ΛΓη and ^ (^(lf0)) = ^ (^)-VrrI^(/*^). Mention that
JP
Λ
(L)C^CB) for any />e(l, oo).
One obtains the following approximation theorem
Proposition 4.1. Lei LaH* be a dense subspace of H*. Then, for each u
(Ξ}$P(B\ there is a sequence {q
n
}^Ph(L} so that qn~^u in LP(B, C dμ).
Proof. Let ΊJ = {η+]*η' ' : η, η'^L}. Obviously /*(L)rCLr. Moreover,
since (/*)2=-id**, one has that (η + J* ηj™ = η™ + J=l(η')™\ Hence Ph(L]
= flh(L'\ Thus, without loss of generality, one may assume that /*(L)cL.
Since <?7, /*?7>H* = 0 and /*(L)cL, one can choose {^ }"=ιCL so that {^ ,
/*%•}"=! is a CONB of//*. Let jg* be the tf-field generated by [ J ( η j ) , ^(/*^ )}?=ι
and denote by E[w|j8
Λ
] the conditional expectation of u given J8«. By the
martingale convergence theorem, E[M|^H] converges to u in LP(B, C φ). Thus
it suffices to approximate E[w|j8
n
] by elements of fih(L).
It is easily seen that E[u\$
n
]^J%p(B}, and hence, by the splitting property of
μ, E[u\3Sn] can be thought of a holomorphic function on C
n
 which is //-
integrable with respect to the Gaussian measure dμ<r(ζ) = (l/π)exv[ — \ζ\2]dζ on
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Cn. Then, applying Proposition 4.2 in [10] to the complex abstract Wiener space
(Cn, C72, μ
c
»X one obtains a sequence {gk} of holomorphic polynomials on Cn
converging to E[w| J9
Λ
] in Lp(Cn, Cn dμ
c
»), and which implies the desired asser-
tion. D
For u^Xp(B\ put
(4.2) δ(h)= fu(z+lL)dμ(z)9
•/£
If/ admits a closed extension /' : B^>B and u^Up>2J%p(B), then, on account of
(2.13), δ is nothing but the skeleton of u introduced in Section 2.
Applying Proposition 4.1, one can now conclude the following analogue of
Theorem 2.14. A similar assertion in the case where (B, H, μ) is a complex
abstract Wiener space can be found in [2] .
Proposition 4.3. Let p^(l, °°) and u^Xp(B\ Then the mapping // Bh
'— »δ(h)^C is continuous. Moreover, for any hi, ..., hnG/f, the mapping Cn^
(Si, • ••> ζn) *->u(Σi=ιζ&i) is holomorphic. Finally, if there are he/f and
such that δ(k) = 0 for kefl" with \\h-k\\H<δ, then u=0 μ-a.e.
Proof. Let qtΞPh(H*}, i.e. q=q(J(η[l™\ ..., ^(^'0))) for some
holomorphic polynomial J> on CΛ, and η\, ..., η
n
^H*. Since
on account of the rotation invariance of the Gaussian measures μcn on Cn, one has
that
(4.4)
As an application of the Cameron-Martin formula, one obtains that
(4.5) sup|δ(h)-z;(h)|<C^||^-z;||z,(β,c;^), u, v^Xp(B), 0</?<oo,
where CP.R is a constant depending only on p and R. Now the first and the second
assertion follows from Proposition 4.1.
Recall v^Lp(B, C dμ) vanishes μ-a.e. if and only if / v(z + h)dμ(z) = Q for
J B
every h^H. Hence, the last assertion is an immediate consequence of the
definition of u and the second assertion. D
As an application, one has a Liouville theorem on B
Corollary 4.6. Let u^3£p(B} and suppose that
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lim-i ^-sup I \u(z+h)\dμ(z) = Q./?-oolog/t| |hiuίtfΛ
Then &=constant μ-a.e. In particular, if u^Xp(B] is bounded, then u is a
constant function.
Proof. Notice that ||fh|U = |f| | |hU for any feC and he H. Fix an arbitrary
, ΦO. Then, by Proposition 4.3 and the assumption, a function v(ζ}=u(ζ\\)
is holomorphic on C, and moreover, enjoys that
As is well known, this implies that v= constant. Then, by the second assertion of
Proposition 4.3 and the uniqueness theorem on Cn, one obtains that u= constant
on H. Apply the third assertion of the proposition, and conclude that w =
constant μ-a.e. D
If/ extends to a closed operator of B to B, then, by Proposition 4.1 and (4.5),
(2.13) remains valid for u<^}$p(B), Kp<oo9 and 0<s<r<oo. jn particular, in
this case, u is the restriction of u to H whenever u is continuous on B. Arises
a question if one may regard ϋ as a restriction of u to H in general. To answer
to the question affirmatively, we shall introduce a set function and establish an
Egorov theorem with respect to the set function. It should be mentioned that the
desired answer does not follow from the Egorov theorem with respectto the
measure μ, since μ(H} = 0.
Set
Mj = {M : M is a dense subspace of H* with Λf U/*(M)c£*}.
and, in the sequel, assume that
(4.7)
This hypothesis is satisfied if / extends to a closed operator /' : B-^B. In fact,
Φom((/)*) separates the points of B, in particular, those of H. Thus Φom((/)*)
is dense in H*. Since /* = (/)* on S)om(CΓ)*),
Define a dense subspace Mj of //* by
Λf/= the subspace of H* spanned by U
( finiteΣ ajlj: α, eR, /,e U
It is easily seen that
and
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In general, Af/S B*. For example, let / be the almost complex structure on the
abstract Wiener space of Brownian bridge introduced in Section 3. Then, by
Theorem 3.3 and the remark after (4.7), Jί/Φ0 but MjiB*.
If l^Mj, then /, /*/eβ* and ^(/(1'0))(z) = <z, /(1'0)>, z^B. Hence exery q
is defined on B without any μ-null exceptional set, and the mapping B
is continuous. For l<£<°o, define
{ Γ oo -ι \exp -Σ|tf«(z)| : z^A\, 0ΦAcβ, and C/>(0)=0.
„, _. L »=i J J
Proposition 4.8. Suppose that (4.7) w fulfilled.
(i) /
0<Cp(A)<Cp(Λθ for
(ii) FOA β«j^ sequences {εk} and {at*} of positive numbers with
In particular, if ^eN, iH
(iii) Cp(Λ) = 0 if and only Ad{z: Σ"=ιk«(z)| = oo} /
or
 jo/we {^}^^
Especially, a Borel set A^B is μ-null if CP(A) = Q.
(iv) For z^B, C/,({z}) = 0 // α/irf o«/y // z^/ί.
Proof, (i) The assertion follows from the definition of Cp immediately.
(ii) For each ε*>0, choose [Qnh)}n=ι^ "§ p so that
supίexpΓ-Σk^(z)|}: z^Ak}<CP(Ak} + εk.I L n=i ) )
Renumber {akq(n} : n, £<ΞN} to obtain {q'n}. Then {q$^*§p and it holds that
for
n=l
Hence one has that
C//U ^)<supίexpΓ-Σk;(z)|l: ze Q
\ Λ = 1 / L L n = l J A = l
which means that the former inequality holds.
To see the latter inequality, for δ>0 and w^N, set ak(m} = (\ — I/m)bk, k<
n, = 2n~k/m, k>n, εk(m, d) = (2~kdy/ak(m\ and Ak=0, k>n. Apply then the
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former inequality, and let δ i 0 and m T oo.
(iii) The "if part is an immediate consequence of the definition of Cp. To see the
"only if part, suppose that AdB enjoys Cp(A) = Q. For each &^N, take a
sequence [qhk)}n=ι^ $ p such that
supίexpΓ- Σ k^(z)|l: z<ΞAJ<exp[-&], i.e., infill I q(n\z)\ : z£ΞA\>2k.( L n=+l J ) (n = l )
Renumber {(6/π2)k~2q(
n
k)} to have {<?ή}. Obviously {q'n}^ $ p. Further, one has that
Σ l^(z)|=Σ Σ|^>(z)| Σ - =
and hence
Since μ({z: Σn|tfιι(z)| = °o}) = 0 for [Q
n
}^$p, the second assertion follows
from the first one.
(iv) It was seen in [13] that z^B\H if and only if ze{χ: Σnkn(x)| = °°} for
some {<?n}e ^  p, under the assumption that / extends to an isometry of B to B. The
argument there still works under the assumption (4.7), once one notice that
sup{|<z, /(1 0)>| : l^Mj and |/|μ = l} = oo for any z£ΞB\H.
Hence the above equivalence remains valid under (4.7), and the desired assertion
follows from (iii). D
A measurable function / : B— >R is said to be Cp-quasi continuous if, for
every ε>0, there exists an open set G such that Q>(G)<ε and f\B\c : B\G~^R is
continuous. For measurable v : B— -»R, its Cp-quasi continuous version v is a
C/?-quasi continuous function v with v= vμ-a.e. If v is a Cp-quasi continuous
version of v and hGΞ/f , then, on account of Proposition 4.8 (i, iv), there is a closed
set F such that h^F and / is continuous on F. In this sense, measurable functions
possessing a Cp-quasi continuous version can be restricted to H .
One has the following Egorov theorem for holomorphic functions with respect
to Cp.
Theorem 4.9. Assume (4.7). Then, every u^j%p(B) admits a Cp-quasί
continuous version u. Further, there exists a sequence {qn}^.fih(Mj} and a
subset N^B such that \q
n
— ύ\L'(B&dμΓ*b, CP(N) = Q, and \imn qn(z)=u(z) for z
Finally, u coincides on H with the skeleton ύ given in (4.2) w(h)=δ(h),
The second assertion says that u is ^-regular in the sense of Sugita [13].
Proof. Let u^J%p(B). According to Proposition 4.1, there exists a sequence
such that
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(4.10) , lim\\q
n
- u\\L>(B,c ,dμ) = Q and Σ ||
n^oo n=l
Define
/ ίlim^(z) if
u(z)=\n-°°
[0 if
Due to (4.10) and Proposition 4.8 (iii), one has that
(4.11) Cp(N) = 0 and u = u μ-a.e. on B.
In order to see the first and second assertions, it now suffices to show the C/>-quasi
continuity of u. To do this, let
( 00 \ -1Σ \Qn + l~Qn\\L"(B C,μ)) (n=m /
and notice that {gnm)}n=ι^'§p, m^N. Then, by the very definition of CPy one
obtains that, for any m^N and ε>0,
(4.12)
n=m
<sup{expΓ-Σ|^m)(z)|l: zeβ, Σ k»+ι(z)-^»(I \_ n = l J n = m
<exp| — ^ Σ^lkn+i —
For ^^N, choose m^^N so that
(4.13) Σ Ikn+i
n = τw
Λ
and define a subset Ak^B by
Then AΛ is open in B and open sets Gj, /€ΞN, are given by
By (4.12) and (4.13), it holds that
CP(Ak)<exv[-k2kl
Apply Proposition 4.8 (ii) with ak = l / 2 k , £*=exp[ — k2k] and conclude that
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(4.14) Cp(Gj)< Σ(2exp[-*2*])1/2*£— ^ -e-' for every /
« — J e> J_
Note that
and hence that S(z) = lim« 0
n
(z) for any z^B\Gj and /^N. Further, it holds that
oo
SUP |£(z)-φnXz)|< SUP Σ \Qn+l(z)-Qn(z)\<2~\
z^BXGj z(ΞB\Gj n=mt
for every z, /^N with i>j.
This implies that, on each closed set B\Gj, /€ΞN, {#»!<}£= i converges to u uniform-
ly, and hence u is continuous on it. Thus, by (4.14), u is Cp-quasi continuous.
The first and second assertions has been verified.
To see the last assertion, apply the second assertion and choose (q
n
}(^f>h(Mj)
and NdB so that \q
n
 — U\LP(B,C ^>, Cp(N) = 09 and lim» qn(z)=u(z), z^N. It
follows from (4.4) that 0
n
(h)= <?n(h), he//. By (4.5) and Proposition 4.8 (iv), one
obtains that w(h)=5(h) D
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